Lone Star Medicine Bear

Janet M Perry
This design combines the Medicine Bear of southwestern Indian design with Lone Star quilts
to create a lovely contemporary design. It’s an easy design to stitch. You should use stash
threads in your chosen colors (se the section on choosing colors for more detail) against a
neutral color for the bear. The background is made in a dark color to create a border for
finishing.

Materials

1 skein of a neutral thread
6 threads in your primary color
5 threads in the complement of your primary color
seed bead for the eye
1 skein dark thread for the background

Choosing your Colors
The star gets its dynamic feel from the color combination of complementary colors. These
colors are opposite each other on the color wheel. You’ll need five threads in one of the colors
and six in the other. The two colors alternate.
In the case of the model, I used blue-green and red-orange. These are two popular colors in
Southwestern jewelry coming from turquoise and red coral. Although your thread can vary in
shade, look for a range from light to dark.

Tracing the outline
Trace the bear onto the canvas using the outline below and a permanent extra fine marker
made for fabric(I like Pigma Micron from Sakura).Enlarge the bear to be about 6” long.

Put a dot where the eye will go.

The Star
Stitch the star in Straight Gobelin using a different thread for each round. Alternate the
primary and accent colors from light to dark and back again. Use the chart on page 4 for the star.
Line the star up so that the top edge is along the back of the bear, as in the picture.
If the star does not fit exactly, add stitches as needed for it to fit.

The Bear
Stitch the remainder of the bear in Brick Stitch, below, using your neutral thread.

Attach the seed bead at he dot.

The Background
Stitch the background in Tent Stitch using your dark thread. This is an optional step. If you
plan to finish it as an ornament, fill in the space between the legs a well.

